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Sarbanes-Oxley Guide for Finance and Information Technology ProfessionalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Sarbanes-Oxley and its international variants are here to stay. 

Are you prepared for this new business reality?     

Changing the landscape of corporate governance, financial disclosure, and the practice of public accounting, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) can be confusing and complex for professionals and executives who must take...
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Discovering Real Business Requirements for Software Project Success (Computing Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
Text offers a methodology for discovering and testing the real business requirements that software products must  meet in order to provide value. Presents more than 21 ways to test  business requirements and evaluate substance and content. DLC: Computer  software--Development.     

       While a...
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Enterprise Architecture A to Z: Frameworks, Business Process Modeling, SOA, and Infrastructure TechnologyAuerbach Publications, 2008
Driven by the need and desire to reduce costs, organizations are faced with a set of decisions that require analytical scrutiny. Enterprise Architecture A to Z: Frameworks, Business Process Modeling, SOA, and Infrastructure Technology examines cost-saving trends in architecture planning, administration, and management....
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Marketing Metrics: The Definitive Guide to Measuring Marketing Performance (2nd Edition)Wharton School Publishing, 2010

	The Definitive Guide to the New State-of-the-Art in Marketing Metrics


	 


	Marketing Metrics, Second Edition, is the definitive guide to today’s most valuable marketing metrics. In this thoroughly updated and significantly...
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How Math Can Save Your Life: (And Make You Rich, Help You Find The One, and Avert Catastrophes)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	How to make lots of money, keep yourself safe, and even save the world-all by using a little simple math


	Forget the dull, boring math you learned in school. This book shows you the powerful things math can do for you, with applications no teacher ever taught you in algebra class. How can you make money off credit card companies?...
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Learning HighchartsPackt Publishing, 2012

	Highcharts is a popular web charting software that produces stunning and smooth animated JavaScript and HTML5 SVG graphs. It is among the leading web charting software in the market and has been used in many different sectors — from financial to social websites. Although it is built on top of jQuery, it is so simple to construct that...
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Mkt Ldr Elem TRB NE TM CD Rom PkPearson Education, 2008

	Market Leader is an extensive new Business English course

	designed to bring the real world of international business into

	the language teaching classroom. It has been developed in

	association with the Financial Times, one of the world's leading

	sources of professional information, to ensure the maximum

	range and...
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How the Stock Market Works: A Beginner's Guide to InvestmentKogan Page, 2012

	People are constantly being affected by the fluctuations in the global economy and by financial uncertainty - with major impacts on their savings, portfolios and pensions. Some might see recessions as the very worst time to invest in the stock market, but many of the world's most successful investors insist that a market downturn is the...
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Design for Trustworthy Software: Tools, Techniques, and Methodology of Developing Robust SoftwarePrentice Hall, 2006
An Integrated Technology for Delivering Better Software—Cheaper and Faster!

 

This book presents an integrated technology, Design for Trustworthy Software (DFTS), to address software quality issues upstream such that the goal of software...
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Java Web Services Architecture (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
Written by industry thought leaders, Java Web Services Architecture is a no-nonsense guide to web services technologies including SOAP, WSDL, UDDI and the JAX APIs. This book is the trusted advisor to systems architects and provides an unbiased look at many of the practical considerations for implementing web services including authorization,...
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The Markets Never Sleep: Global Insights for More Consistent Trading (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Praise for The Markets Never Sleep
    "An excellent primer for futures and the global financial market, a clear voice of their importance for all traders. Tom also gives an easy-to-understand professional approach to discipline, money management, and the 'numbers' to watch that indicate market direction. Help for...
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It's About More Than the Money: Investment Wisdom for Building a Better LifeFT Press, 2010

	In It’s About More Than the Money, award-winning financial advisor Saly A. Glassman shows you how to regain control over your financial life–and stay in control. Glassman brings together 21 fundamental investment principles, illuminates them with actual investor experiences, and guides you through...
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